October 25, 2017
All-School Reformation 500
Symposium
Concordia University Wisconsin
8:30 Coffee and Community Breakfast (students and faculty together)
9:30 Chapel (Dr. Ferry)
10:15 Break
10:30 Keynote Presentation: (Chapel)
   Dr. Benne “On Vocation”
12:00 Lunch
1:30 Panel Discussion/Responses with Dr. Benne and School Deans (Chapel)—live video-feed available in Terrace Room
2:30 Break
2:45 School sectional #1 (select one of five topics)
   • TERRACE ROOM—AL 114: From Martin to Motherboards: Technological Artistry in the Wake of the Reformation
      • Dr. Gary Locklair: ARTS & SCIENCES
   • PH 132—Business & Vocation: Having Jesus as Your Customer
      • Dr. Brad Condie: BUSINESS
      • Christian businesspeople are more than mere professionals. They follow a vocation by which they serve God, by serving their fellow humans as Luther and the Reformation emphasized. One way to approach the vocation of service is to act in business as if Jesus is your customer. The Batterman School of Business faculty will present ways in which the Lutheran concept of vocational service to God and other people is integrated into business courses.
   • PH 008—The Reformation in Jeopardy
      • Dr. Brad Alles: EDUCATION
      • This seminar will begin with a short overview of Luther’s life and work, along with the direct impact of the Lutheran Reformation on education. Using the game of Jeopardy (hence the title), this seminar has been specifically designed for those who may not be familiar with the Reformation and/or seek an interactive seminar experience.
• **HS 011—JOB SEARCH? STOP!: Think of Vocation as Worship**
  • **Dr. Robert Barnhart: HEALTH PROFESSIONS**
  You will be challenged to answer several questions: Why might vocation be a form of worship to God? Where did the concept of vocation begin? How did the Reformation revive the concept? What is the difference between vocation and career? How can you prevent the vocations God has given you from becoming careers or “just jobs”? How through vocation can you represent the image of God to His world?

• **Todd Wehr Theater—Health & Healing in Early Modern Europe: The Impact of the Renaissance and Reformation on Medicine and Health Care**
  • **Dr. Susan Mobley: NURSING**
  The Church, with its emphasis upon Christian charity and good works, played an important role in providing health care, encouraging care of the sick and poor, and setting ethical foundations for medical practice in medieval Europe. An eclectic mix of health care providers persisted in Europe until well into the 18th century. The Reformation had a significant impact on health care in terms of education and practice, paving the way for the establishment of charitable institutions (hospitals). This development of a new vision of health care providers culminated in the formation of new organizations dedicated to caring for the sick and the birth of modern nursing with Florence Nightingale.

• **PH 026—Applying Spiritual History in Patient Care**
  • **Dr. Nancy Stoehr: PHARMACY**
  Luther had an intriguing spiritual history—from law student to monk to reformer. Discover the data supporting the impact that spirituality makes on patient health outcomes. Learn how pharmacists use a patient’s spirituality for therapeutic benefits and how to take a spiritual history. Finally, you will have an opportunity to participate in a simulated patient spiritual history-taking exercise.

3:45 Break

4:00 **School sectional #2 (repeat above)**
5:00 Gemütlichkeit – faculty & students (PH atrium)

**Oct 27th** – 7:30 p.m. Reformation Concert by Music Department (Chapel)

**Oct 28th** – Movie: “Martin Luther: The Idea that Changed the World” in Todd Wehr Theater & Q&A session with the producer at 7:00 p.m.

**Tickets required (from Student Life office)**